
 

Career Launcher signs up leading professor and M.Com graduate as MBA, CLAT 

and IPM test partner for Vasai Road-Mumbai 

November 2022, New Delhi: CL announces the signing up and appointment of business Partner for UG 

and PG Aptitude product Basket containing MBA, CLAT and IPM training programs for Vasai Road, 

Mumbai. Prof Hardik Kotecha has joined hands with career Launcher for Vasai Road, Mumbai center. 

A Master of Commerce in accounts and finance from Mumbai University (2019 pass out), pursuing CS, 

Prof Hardik Kotecha is highly enthusiastic, self-motivated and purpose driven professional having 12 

years of teaching experience in various subjects related to Commerce and Finance. Excellent speaking, 

listening skills backed by a deep rooted interest in the field of education, Hardik is a reverend faculty of 

H K institute of Management Studies and Research –Jogeswari, Mumbai- where he teaches Financial 

Management and Accounting to the students of MMS and PGDM programs. Under his venture –ACE 

educators- more than 3000 students have been trained in various professional programs till date. Prof. 

Hardik leads a team of around 10 professors at his academy. His interest area includes logical reasoning 

and data-interpretation.   

Vasai Road, Mumbai is a preferred location for students of Vasai and surrounding areas till Virar with 20 

plus schools like St. Augustine’s High School, St. Anne’s Convent, JB Ludhani and 5 plus engineering 

colleges – Vidyvardhini College of engineering and technology, LR Tiwary group of institutions to name a 

few.  

CL envisages scaling up its business presence in India through franchisee partners for hyper-local 

penetration.  CL partner network is the biggest in the test-prep industry in terms of locations and 

product basket breadth. CL aims to be a 1000 location network over the next 4 years from the current 

150+ centres spread across programs covering CUET, Board tuitions, IIT-JEE, NEET, CLAT, BBA, IPM, SAT, 

GRE, GMAT and CAT.  

 

For more, visit www.careerlauncher.com/partner 
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